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Abstract

Real-time quantitative polymerase chain reaction (PCR) with on-line fluorescence detection has become an important technique

not only for determination of the absolute or relative copy number of nucleic acids but also for mutation detection, which is usually

done by measuring melting curves. Optimum assay conditions have been established for a variety of targets and experimental setups,

but only limited attention has been directed to data evaluation and validation of the results. In this work, algorithms for the

processing of real-time PCR data are evaluated for several target sequences (p53, IGF-1, PAI-1, Factor VIIc) and compared to the

results obtained by standard procedures. The algorithms are implemented in software called SoFAR, which allows fully automatic

analysis of real-time PCR data obtained with a Roche LightCycler instrument. The software yields results with considerably in-

creased precision and accuracy of quantifications. This is achieved mainly by the correction of amplification-independent signal

trends and a robust fit of the exponential phase of the signal curves. The melting curve data are corrected for signal changes not due

to the melting process and are smoothed by fitting cubic splines. Therefore, sensitivity, resolution, and accuracy of melting curve

analyses are improved.

� 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is a frequently

used technique to determine the concentration of a

specific target sequence within samples of nucleic acids.
The sequences of interest are exponentially amplified

from template molecules by an in vitro DNA replication

process to obtain dsDNA products that can be further

analyzed. In conventional endpoint analyses, the

amount of PCR products at the end of the amplification

reaction is used to estimate the amount of template

molecules. The detection of the products can be done by

densitometric analysis of gels stained with ethidium
bromide [1] or SYBR GreenI [2] or by detection of in-

corporated radioactive [3] or fluorescent [4] probes.

Where the amplification is not limited by any reaction

component, the concentration of the PCR product is

exclusively proportional to the template concentration,
i.e., the product concentrations can be used to estimate

the template concentration only when the amplification

reaction has not reached the plateau phase of product

accumulation. This limitation is circumvented by

quantitative competitive PCR (QC-PCR)2 [5] which re-

lies on the constancy of the ratio between target and

competitor products during the amplification, including

the plateau phase. Although QC-PCR is known to be
one of the most exact methods for the quantification of

nucleic acids, it is laborious (generation of ideal com-

petitors, discrimination of PCR products specific for

target and competitor, titrating the equivalence point)

and requires relatively large amounts of target DNA.

More sophisticated, real-time PCR assays measure

the product accumulation during the amplification
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reaction by determining the fluorescence emission of
probes, which is being proportional to the amount of

PCR product [6–8]. The major advantages of this tech-

nique are the high dynamic range of quantification and

the avoidance of laborious post-PCR analytical steps

with the risk of carryover contamination by PCR

products. The signal generation can be achieved either

by dsDNA-specific fluorescent dyes such as SYBR

Green I [8,9] or by fluorescence resonance energy
transfer or quench reduction of fluorophor-labeled oli-

gonucleotides as sequence-specific probes [7,10–15].

Once the time course of product accumulation for the

complete reaction is known, the efficiency of the am-

plification can be calculated. Then, the template con-

centration can be derived from the number of

amplification cycles (CT) needed to generate a certain

product concentration, i.e., when the fluorescence signal
reaches a threshold value. Usually, the determination of

the efficiency is done by the evaluation of CT values of a

dilution series of a standard sample. If the template

concentration of the standard is known, this informa-

tion can be used for absolute quantifications: the CT

values of a standard dilution series plotted versus the

logarithm of their known initial concentrations are

ideally on a straight line. The regression line through
these points is used to determine the amplification effi-

ciency and to quantify the unknown template concen-

trations in the samples by their CT values. Obviously,

this exponential proportionality is valid only if the

threshold value is within the exponential part of all

signal curves used.

The correct determination of the CT values is a

crucial point in the field of real-time quantitative PCR.
It relies on the identification of the exponential phases

of the signal curves and the accurate calculation of the

point of intersection of the threshold line and the signal

curve, i.e., the CT value, for which the points of the

signal curves have to be interpolated. In practice, this

technique has several pitfalls: (i) Only few data points

are used for interpolation. Therefore, the interpolation

and thus the CT value is strongly influenced by signal
noise. (ii) The individual signal curves can exhibit dif-

ferent offsets (i.e., they start with different absolute

fluorescence intensities) and amplification-independent

trends, which might not allow use of the same threshold

value for all samples. The software usually corrects the

different initial signal offsets of each signal curve by

subtraction of a signal value obtained from the first

data points (‘‘initial value subtraction’’) or from the
data points with the lowest fluorescence intensity

(‘‘minimum value subtraction’’), as is done by the

LightCycler software. (iii) Nonlinear, amplification-

independent signal trends, due to changes in buffer

conditions during PCR or due to excimer formation of

the fluorophors, are not corrected. Therefore, the ex-

ponential accumulation of the product is not directly

represented by the exponential segment of the signal
curves.

To calculate the CT value of a sample, an arbitrary

noise band (or threshold) has to be defined (‘‘noise band

method’’). It should be placed as low as possible, but

higher than the signal noise. In the next step, two to four

points of the log signal values, which are higher than the

noise band, are interpolated by linear regression. The CT

value is defined as the fractional cycle number where the
regression line intersects the noise band. Because only

few points are used for the regression analysis, this is

very susceptible to errors due to noise. In addition, the

exponential range is not well defined. Therefore, points

of the signal course which are not within the exponential

phase are sometimes used for evaluation. Finally, there

are no objective guidelines given for valid noise band

values. The line must cross all amplification curves of
the standards and the samples to be quantified at the

onset of their exponential phase. When the noise band is

set too low or too high, the results are influenced by

noise or by the plateau phase, respectively.

Here, we validate previously described algorithms

[16] for the reliable and automatic evaluation of ampli-

fication curves obtained with the Roche LightCycler

instrument and demonstrate the gain in precision and
accuracy compared to the standard ‘‘fit-points’’ method.

The evaluation was done using several target sequences

(p53, IGF-1, PAI-1, FVIIc). All target sequences ana-

lyzed showed comparable results. Representative data

are provided.

Materials and methods

DNA isolation, primer and probe sequences, PCR

conditions, and melting curve sampling have been de-

scribed earlier ([17] (p53, IGF-1), [18] (PAI-1, FVIIc)).

The algorithms used for data evaluation are described

elsewhere [16]. They are implemented in software which

can read the data files created by the LightCycler in-

strument. The results obtained from the evaluation of
the data with the ‘‘conventional’’ procedure and with

the new algorithms were compared. The conventional

fit-points method includes the subtraction of the mini-

mum value of each signal curve, whereas the new

method additionally corrects the individual curves for

amplification-independent trends, automatically detects

the observable exponential phase, and fits it by a sig-

moidal function. The new algorithm uses this function
to directly calculate the CT value for any given threshold

value (‘‘threshold method’’). The optimum threshold

value is determined from the error of the resulting cal-

ibration curve.

Amplification-independent trends of amplification

curves were corrected using the background function

described in [16],
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BðxÞ ¼ a � ð1� e�bxÞ þ c;

where x is the cycle number, a is the saturation value; b is

the slope parameter, and c is the signal-offset. The pa-
rameters a, b, and c were determined automatically by a

least-squares fit of the signal curve, using the points

before the exponential phase. The distribution of the re-

siduals was analyzed to validate the suitability of the

function for describing the trends. The suitability of the

normal distribution for describing the observed distri-

bution was estimated by a regression analysis of the

cumulative data.
The signal curves were analyzed using all available

combinations of settings for background correction

(minimum subtraction or trend correction), interpolat-

ing functions (see below) and CT calculation method

(noise band or threshold).

For the threshold method, three different types of

functions were tested:

Growth function : AðxÞ ¼ N0 � er�x; ð1Þ

Logistic function : AðxÞ ¼ Nmax �
xr

xr þ xrT
; ð2Þ

Sigmoidal exponential function :

AðxÞ ¼ Nmax �
1

1þ e�r�ðxT�xÞ : ð3Þ

The variable x denotes the amplification cycle. The
parameter N0 corresponds to the amount of template,

Nmax is the plateau value, r is the efficiency parameter of

the amplification, and xT is the cycle of the turning point

of the curve. The parameter r is related to the amplifi-

cation efficiency but does not describe it directly. In Eq.

(1), r is simply the ln of the efficiency, in Eqs. (2) and (3),

the relationship between r and the efficiency is more

indirect with r adjusting the slope of the function in the
turning point (x ¼ xTÞ. To compare the applicability of

these functions, CT values for sets of identical PCRs

were calculated and the standard deviations of the CT

values obtained were determined. Additionally, the tol-

erance for noise was tested similarly on a median curve

calculated for 32 replicates where Gaussian noise was

added. The median curve was obtained from the me-

dian, i.e., the value in the middle of the sorted row of the
32 data points, at each cycle. As template DNA, a p53

PCR product [17] which was reamplified in 32 replicates

was used. The Gaussian noise was generated using the

Box–Muller method [19]. Standard deviations of the CT

values were calculated for sets of 50 curves with added

noise.

If standard dilution series were measured, the noise

band or threshold was chosen to minimize the error of
the calibration curve. In analyses without standards,

either the threshold value was set in the middle of the

exponential phase (for the threshold method) or the

noise band value was set to the lower limit of the ex-
ponential phase (for the noise band method). Therefore,

for both methods the points in the middle of the expo-

nential phase of the signal curves were used for the

determination of the CT values.

Results

Signal curves from the amplification of all target

sequences (p53, IGF-1, PAI-1, FVIIc) were analyzed.

The signal curves showed different efficiencies, signal

yields, and signal-to-noise ratios. The analysis results

were qualitatively similar for all target sequences. The

increase in precision of the quantification using the

new algorithms was greater for signal curves with a

lower signal-to-noise ratio. Improvements of accuracy
were greater for signal curves with more pronounced

amplification-independent signal trends. Here, repre-

sentative data are shown to demonstrate the diverse

effects.

Validation of the correction of background trends in

amplification curves

The effect of the background correction of real-time
PCR amplification curves is shown in Fig. 1. The am-

plification-independent signal trends are reliably identi-

fied within a template concentration range spanning

eight orders of magnitude. The applicability of the

saturation function ðBðxÞÞ as background function is

demonstrated by the analysis of the distribution of

ðyi � BðxiÞÞ within the data range used for the least

squares fit of B. The fit of a normal distribution function
to the determined distribution reveals a standard devi-

ation of 2:04� 10�4 for the signal ratio (Ch. 2/1,

R2 ¼ 0:9981) and 4:86� 10�3 for the acceptor signal

only (Ch. 2, R2 ¼ 0:9630) (data not shown). The relative

noise (i.e., the standard deviation divided by the maxi-

mum plateau signal) is similar in both cases (0.6 and

0.7%, respectively).

After background correction, the slopes of the log-
linear segments of the signal curves are altered (see Figs.

1b and d). The amplification efficiencies calculated from

the slopes of the curves still including background trends

decrease with decreasing template concentration. After

correction of the trends, the calculated efficiencies are

approximately constant and do not show such a con-

centration dependence (Fig. 2a). The concentration de-

pendence of the slopes has an influence on the efficiency
calculated using the slope of the standard curve. With-

out correction, the efficiency determined decreases with

increasing threshold values. After correction, the de-

pendency on the threshold value is almost completely

eliminated (Fig. 2b).
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Comparison of amplification functions

Three different amplification functions (Eqs. (1)–(3)),

see Materials and methods) were tested for their appli-

cability by testing the precision of the CT values deter-
mined on data sets with different noise levels (data not

shown). For noise with a standard deviation of less than

0.5% of the plateau signal value, the growth function

(Eq. (1)) was 10 to 15% more precise than the logistic

function (Eq. (2)). For higher noise levels, it was the

opposite way around. In all cases, the sigmoidal expo-

nential function (Eq. (3)) was 10 to 25% more precise

than both other functions tested. Therefore, the sig-
moidal exponential function was used for all subsequent

analyses.

Precision and relative insensitivity toward noise

The influences of the background correction and the

CT calculation method on precision were investigated

using data from 5-fold replicates and 32-fold replicates
(Fig. 3). The standard deviation of the CT values de-

termined for identical replicates is an indicator of pre-

cision. The standard deviations obtained for the

uncorrected data are always higher than those for the

corrected data. The determination of the CT values ob-

tained with the threshold method was always more

precise than that with the noiseband method. In addi-

tion, the use of the signal ratio (Ch. 2/1) always resulted

in lower standard deviations. In general, the combina-

tion of Ch. 2/1, background correction, and threshold

method yielded the most precise results.
The robustness of the CT calculation methods toward

noise was analyzed on a median data curve which was

overlaid with increasing Gaussian noise (data not

shown). The standard deviations of the CT values de-

termined from sets of 50 repeated calculations increased

linearly with the noise factor. The threshold method

yields approximately 20% more precise results than the

noiseband method, independent of the amount of noise
added.

Accuracy

Examples of the gains in accuracy and precision

when the developed algorithms are applied are shown in

Fig. 4. The test sample is a defined dilution of the standard

DNA stock solution, containing 800 template copies. The
standard procedure for evaluation yielded 544� 379

copies ðmean� SDÞ for the test sample. The same data,

background corrected and analyzed with the threshold

method, yielded 813� 115 copies (mean� SD). Both

threshold and noise band values were chosen for a mini-

mum error of the resulting standard curve.

Fig. 1. Effect of background correction on signal curves. (a) Signal curves of a standard dilution series. The template was a 125-bp IGF-1-specific

PCR product. Amplification was carried out with the same primers; the product was detected with the IGF-1-specific hybridization probes. (b) Half-

logarithmic representation of the data shown in (a). (c) Same data as show in (a) after background correction. (d) Half-logarithmic representation of

the data shown in (c).
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The experiments used the same source of DNA (i.e., a

stock solution of human genomic DNA) for both stan-

dards and samples. To determine the accuracy, it is

therefore not necessary to know the ‘‘true’’ template

concentration in the sample.

Discussion

In the life sciences, increasingly more experimental

data are acquired and processed electronically. The fast

development of new techniques for automated and high-

throughput methods requires powerful software not

only for the data acquisition but also for the evaluation

of the data. It is counterproductive if the large amounts
of automatically acquired data still have to be screened,

selected, and evaluated manually. Additionally, often

not all available data are used for evaluation, because

the evaluation methods used, although operating

electronically, were not adapted to the potential of

modern computers. This situation occurs also given in

the case of real-time PCR techniques.

In one of the first publications dealing with quanti-

tative real-time PCR, Higuchi et al. [6] demonstrated the

linear relationship between the CT values and the log of

the starting copy number for an arbitrarily chosen
threshold value. Later, this was shown again by Heid

et al. [7] who first suggested a procedure to obtain a

more objectively defined threshold value, namely to take

10 times the standard deviation of the fluorescence sig-

nals of the first 3 to 10 amplification cycles (ABI7700

tutorial). As can be seen in Fig. 3a, this method would

not yield satisfactory results on data with signal trends

in the first cycles. Those authors neither explained the
method of CT determination nor investigated the influ-

ence of signal noise on the precision of the calculated CT

values. Wittwer et al. [20] fitted the exponential growth

Fig. 3. Precision of CT calculations. Human genomic DNA was am-

plified with primers specific for the human p53 gene; the 125-bp PCR

product was detected with the p53-specific hybridization probes. CT

values of the samples were calculated using the data of channel 2/1 (FA/
FD) or of channel 2 (FA) and the threshold method or noiseband

method (with three fit points). (a) Mean standard deviations of CT

values (n ¼ 125:5 different samples� 5 replicates� 5 different runs).

Each run contained a standard dilution series. The threshold and

noiseband values were adjusted to minimize the standard error of the

calibration curve. Standard deviations of the CT values were deter-

mined per group of five identical experiments. (b) Standard deviations

of the CT values of 32 identical experiments. The threshold value was

set in the middle of the exponential phase; the noiseband value was set

to the lower limit of the exponential phase.

Fig. 2. Effect of background correction on efficiency calculations. The

template was an IGF-1-specific PCR product of 125 bp. Amplification

was carried out with the same primers; the product was detected with

the IGF-1 hybridization probes. (a) Efficiencies determined from in-

dividual signal curves of samples with different template copy numbers.

The efficiencies were derived from the growth function fitted to the

exponential phases of each curve. (b) Efficiencies determined from the

slope of the calibration curve depending on the threshold value

(threshold value range¼ common range of exponential phases of all

standards).
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function to the exponential phase of the signal curves or,

more precisely, a regression line to the log signal curves

to determine the CT values. This method is known today

as the fit-points method. The possible usefulness of a

sigmoidal function for a better approximation of the

signal data had been discussed [20]. However, until to-

day the suitability of sigmoidal functions for fitting real-
time PCR data has only been shown in simulations [21].

Instead, the latest Roche LightCycler software, Version

3, introduced a new method for the calculation of

CT values, the second derivative maximum method.

The advantage is the invariance to scale and offsets, but

the applicability of this method still is questionable: the

linear relationship between the log starting copy number

and the CT value is given only for CT values determined
during the exponential phase of the reaction. Here, the

second derivative ideally is constant. The existence of a

maximum in the second derivative of a signal curve is

due to (i) the fact that, at the beginning of the PCR,

accumulating product cannot be detected and (ii) the

influence of factors limiting amplification at the onset

of the plateau phase, the characteristics of which are

influenced by stochastic effects. As a result, the CT val-

ues determined by this method may be sensitive to minor

variances of the signal curve characteristics and to sto-

chastic effects of the plateau phase. Another possible

pitfall here is the strong influence of noise on the de-

termination of the derivatives and signal curves with

unusual trends during the late cycles.
However, the observable exponential phase remains

the only legitimate part of the signal curve that may be

used for the determination of CT values. The available

software programs do not identify these sections auto-

matically. The user has either to rely on the validity of

the threshold set using the signal noise or to determine

the start of the exponential phases by defining a noise-

band value that clearly crosses all sample curves in the
lower part of the log-linear phase as shown in a plot of

log signal versus cycle number (see ABI7700 tutorial and

the Roche LightCycler Operator�s Manual). In any case,

a prerequisite for the correct identification of exponen-

tial or log-linear phases is the correction of the back-

ground signal (positive or negative) that is supposed to

add to the amplification signal: an exponential function

Fig. 4. Accuracy of quantifications with noisy data. Human genomic DNA was amplified with the p53-specific primers; the 125-bp PCR product was

detected with the p53-specific hybridization probes. CT values of the samples were calculated using the data of channel 2/1. (a) Kinetic PCR data of a

standard dilution series and test sample measured in five identical experiments without background correction. The noiseband value for quantifi-

cation is indicated by the horizontal line. The test samples were pipetted from the same stock solution and contained 800 copies of genomic DNA. (b)

Calibration curve of the data shown in (a). The CT values were determined with the noiseband method (three fit points per curve). The CT values of

the test samples are projected on the line. (c) Same data as shown in (a), after background correction. (d) Calibration curve of the background-

corrected data.
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with any term added will not appear as a linear segment
in a half-logarithmic plot. In the case of an added po-

sitive constant, the observed log-linear phase will be

shifted toward the plateau phase and, therefore, will not

represent the underlying exponential product accumu-

lation. This problem can easily be circumvented by

subtracting the individual offsets, provided that they are

cycle independent. This procedure is still not able to

correct amplification-independent trends that will mask
the exponential phases and therefore cause inaccuracies

(Figs. 1a and b).

The algorithm described in this work solves all these

problems and allows the automatic detection of the

observable exponential phases. The reasonability of the

adaptive background correction compared to the simple

subtraction of constant offset values is attested by the

increased homogeneity of efficiencies derived from the
individual signal curves within a run and the increased

precision and accuracy obtained, although the reasons

for the amplification-independent trends are still not

clear. These trends occur in both the acceptor fluoro-

phor signal and the donor fluorophor signal; they also

occur in the absence of template and in the absence of

polymerase. The shapes of these trends depend on the

buffer conditions, the cycling protocol, and the sequence
of the probes (data not shown). The background func-

tion BðxÞ used in this work was well suited to describe

the shape of these trends. This is confirmed by the

normally distributed deviations of the signal values from

the calculated values of the fitted function BðxÞ. If the
function BðxÞ was not suited to describe the amplifica-

tion-independent trends correctly, the corrected values

would systematically deviate from zero, resulting in a
obvious nonsymmetric distribution curve.

For quantifications by real-time PCR, the amplifica-

tion efficiencies of all samples used must be equal, i.e.,

the exponential phases of the signal curves must be

parallel. Otherwise, the described relationship between

the CT values and the template copy number

(CT ¼ m � ðlogN0Þ þ b, see Materials and methods) is

not valid. In practice, especially for hybridization
probes, the observed exponential phases which are used

for the determination of the CT values are not parallel

(Fig. 1b), yielding a systematic error of the calibration

curve derived. Here, we show that this error is due to

amplification independent signal trends. The correction

of these trends yields signal curves with parallel expo-

nential phases (Fig. 1d). Notably, the calculated ampli-

fication efficiencies from the corrected individual signal
curves are significantly more similar to the amplification

efficiency calculated from the calibration curve, which

no longer depends on the threshold value (Fig. 2). This

supports the assumption that the correction of the signal

curves removes exclusively the amplification-indepen-

dent signal changes and practically isolates the under-

lying amplification process.

The correction of amplification-independent signal
trends improves the precision of quantifications, inde-

pendent of the method of CT value determination, the

data used for amplification curves, and the method of

choosing the threshold (Fig. 3). The highest precisions

are achieved with the acceptor-to-donor ratio of the

fluorescence signals as shown earlier for different primer/

probe systems [17]. In this case, stochastic effects which

contribute similarly to any kind of fluorescence signal
and, therefore, alter donor and acceptor fluorescence

similarly, e.g., small deviations in positioning of the

capillaries, are eliminated. Systematic effects with a

greater influence on either of the fluorophors may alter

amplification-independent trends in the amplification

curves which are corrected by the algorithm described.

With signal curves with a high signal-to-noise ratio,

the influence of the method of determination of CT

values on the precision is negligible. The small difference

of the mean standard deviations derived from the cor-

rected FA=FD amplification curves for ‘‘Threshold’’ and

‘‘Noiseband’’ (fit-points method) in Fig. 3 may be due to

the high signal-to-noise ratio of the raw data used. For

noisy data, the threshold method yields more precise

results. This is indicated by larger differences in the

mean standard deviations derived from the acceptor
signals FA of the same experiments which usually are

more noisy than the signal ratios FA=FD (Fig. 3). The

signal-to-noise ratio is inversely proportional to the

standard deviation of the CT values obtained from

identical experiments (data not shown). The propor-

tionality factor is larger for the fit-points method

(noiseband) than for to the threshold method, confirm-

ing that the threshold method is less sensitive to noise
than the fit-points method. The linear relationship be-

tween noise and precision for the level of CT values

changes to an exponential relationship for the level of

concentrations or copy numbers derived from the CT

values.

Taken together, the adaptive background trend cor-

rection and the threshold method for the determination

of CT values increase not only the precision but also the
accuracy, as shown for a quantification experiment in

Fig. 4 (544� 379 copies ðmean � SDÞ after conven-

tional evaluation versus 813� 115 copies after evalua-

tion using the algorithms described here). This difference

in precision and accuracy cannot be estimated from the

correlation coefficients of the calibration curves, which

were only marginally different (0.9896 without and

0.9956 with correction). In fact, the correlation coeffi-
cient of the calibration curve gives only a poor estimate

for the precision or accuracy achieved, which, therefore,

should not be used to compare the quality of quantifi-

cation results of different experiments.

In general, coefficients of variation of 2–10% for

quantifications can be achieved reproducibly even from

noisy data by real-time PCR using the SoFAR
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algorithms for data evaluation [16]. This precision is
similar to the one obtained by QC-PCR with internal

standardization. QC-PCR has the advantage of being

less sensitive to polymerase inhibitors in the samples

than methods based on external standardization such

as real-time PCR. QC-PCR, however, requires larger

amounts of sample DNA and is more laborious and

time-consuming.

Conclusions

The algorithm for the evaluation of amplification

curves yields significantly more precise and accurate re-

sults than the conventionally used algorithms. It is very

robust, can handle even very noisy data without human

intervention, and, therefore, allows for completely au-
tomated and reliable evaluation of quantifications by

real-time PCR as would be required for high-throughput

assays.
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